


“If silver is the new gold... 

   ... Argentium is the new silver”
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The finest
 silver

Argentium is for companies who 
value quality and wish to rise above a 
crowded commodity market. 

Argentium represents the bright future 
of silver.
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 Argentium defines 
quality

Purer 

Argentium sets new purity standards 
for silver.  Argentium is always purer 
than traditional sterling silver.

Natural beauty

Plating is prone to wear and tear and 
is commonly used on silver items to 
give the temporary illusion of purity.  
Argentium is the natural colour of pure 
silver through and through.

Brighter

Argentium is brighter than platinum, 
white gold and traditional sterling 
silver.  It is the whitest of them all.

Longer lasting shine

Argentium is low maintenance, easy to 
care for and simple to keep clean.
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Highly tarnish resistant

By applying an intensive test regime, we are confident that Argentium is the 
most tarnish resistant silver in the world. 

Argentium is required to pass critical laboratory tarnish tests to recreate the 
effects of...

Pollution•	

Perspiration•	

Ultraviolet light•	

Traditional sterling silver fails all of these tests, while Argentium achieves 100% 
success.
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Superior Wedds & Designs

Responsible and ethical

Argentium has responded to increasing awareness and demand for the 
preservation of our natural environment and to conserve natural resources...

Argentium guarantees traceability of its raw silver.  •	

It is certified that Argentium is produced using only recycled silver.•	

Anahí USA Inc Sue Lindsey Argentium butterfly Ndidi Ekubia
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The mark of 
 authenticity

This lustrous material deserves 
recognition.  This is why use of 
the ‘ARGENTIUM®’ brand and 
in particular, the distinctive ‘flying 
unicorn     ®’ is encouraged to mark 
the authenticity of Argentium - the 
finest silver.

Look for the flying unicorn - a 
guarantee of unrivalled quality.
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Marketing 
support

Argentium International is committed 
to marketing the Argentium brand 
and providing support to those using 
Argentium silver.

argentiumsilver.com website

‘Discover Argentium’ iphone/ipad app
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Point of sale



Contact us

For sales and technical enquiries please 
email info@argentiumsilver.com or visit 
our website argentiumsilver.com.
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Joana Miranda

ARGENTIUM® and      ® are registered 
trademarks of Argentium International Limited.  


